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ABSTRACT. The Teichmiiller space of compact Riemann surfaces with

punctures is exhibited as the object representing a certain functor. This extends the

work of Grothendieck, who treated the unpunctured case. The relationship between

the two cases is exploited to obtain specific results on the connection between the

two Teichmiiller spaces.

0. Introduction. Grothendieck [7] has obtained the Teichmuller space of

compact Riemann surfaces by representing an appropriate functor. The object of

this work is to extend Grothendieck's methods to the case of Riemann surfaces

of finite type; that is, compact Riemann surfaces with finitely many points de-

leted. A similar program has been undertaken by Earle [5] and Hubbard  [8]

but from a different point of view and using very different methods.  Both au-

thors rely heavily on the analytic theory of Teichmuller space.  In Grothendieck's

work, the only results of the classical theory that intervene are used to show that

the object he constructs is indeed Teichmuller space. A fitting extension of his

work ought to adhere to the same standard of purity, but we are unable to do

so.   To complete the extension requires the knowledge that the ordinary

Teichmuller space is contractible, but this result is not yet available without anal-

ysis (cf. [7,1, Remarques 3.2, 3°]). With this exception, the construction is ge-

ometric and depends in large measure on results of Birman [3], [4].

The approach used builds the new Teichmuller space (for surfaces of finite

type) out of the old (for compact surfaces) and, in so doing, gives an explicit re-

cipe not only for the Teichmuller space but for its fiber space as well. Part of

this recipe has been obtained by Kra [9] using other methods but its full force

gives a geometric proof of a theorem of Bers [2] identifying the fiber space for
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« punctures with the Teichmuller space for « + 1   punctures.

We are also able to show (Theorem 3.8) that if the deleted points are as-

signed multiplicities, the Teichmuller space remains independent of the way this

is done. This result seems a natural step on the way to a new proof of the Bers-

Greenberg isomorphism theorem [10], of which it is also a consequence, but its

promise has not been fulfilled.  Nonetheless, the result is interesting in its own

right so that we deal with the more general concept of Riemann surfaces with

signature; i.e., multiplicities.

1. Preliminaries.

Definition 1.1. A Riemann surface of type (g, n) with signature is a com-

pact Riemann surface of genus g together with « distinguished points to each

of which is assigned an integer ~> 2 or the symbol °°. The n points are called

the punctures and it is customary to order them so that the multiplicities form a

nondecreasing sequence. This sequence is called the signature.

It will turn out that the signature is less important than the question of

which of the multiplicities are equal. To exploit this fact, we make the following

definitions.

Definition 1.2. (i) A signature structure on « points is a partition of the

integers 1, • • -, « into intervals. Thus a signature structure can be written

{1, • • % 'i},   frj + 1, • • -, r2}, • • -, {rs_x + 1, • • -, n}.  If we let r0 = 1 and

rs = n then the above signature structure can be denoted by the (s + l)-tuple

r = vV * - •> r*)-

(ii) If vx < v2 < • • • < vn is a signature then the associated signature structure is

the partition of the indices defined by the requirement that i and / belong to

the same element of the partition if and only if v¡ = t>-.

(iii) If r is a signature structure, we define 2(r), the stability group of r,

to be the subgroup of the full symmetric group on n letters which consists of

all permutations which leave the elements of the partition invariant as sets.

Examples. 1. If s = 1, then r — (0, «), so that the partition consists of

only one set. This signature structure corresponds to a signature in which all

multiplicities are equal.  In this case, S(r) is the full symmetric group.

2. If s = «, then r = (0, 1, • • -, «), so that each element of the partition

is a singleton. This signature structure is called the complete signature structure

and 2(r) = (1).

The following definitions are extensions of those appearing in [3] and [4].

Definitions 1.3. (i) If M is a manifold, we define FnM- {(px, • • -, pn)\

p¡EM, Pi^Pj if i^j}- If r is a signature structure on « points then 2(r)

acts on FnM in a natural way and we write F(r)M = FnM/1,(r). We denote

the class of (p.," : P„) modulo 2(r) by [px,- ■ ; p„].
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(ii) iTx(F(r), [xx, • • ; xn]) is called the «-string braid group of M with

signature structure r.  Birman calls this a semipermuted braid group.

(iii) If M is an orientable manifold and xx, • ■ ; xn are distinct points of

M, we let %(r)M denote the set of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of

M whose action on the set  {xx, • • ; xn} coincides with that of an element of

2(r). We topologize %(r)M with the compact-open topology.  If n = 0, we

write %QM.

(iv) The mapping class group of M with signature structure r is the group

TT0($(r)M, id).

Theorem 1.4. Let C be a compact orientable surface of genus g>2,

JCj, • • -, xn distinct points of C and r a signature structure on n points.   Then

there exists an exact sequence

1 -* TTx(F(r)C, [xx, ■ • -, *„]) -* ir0(8r(r)C, id) -> 7r0(g0C, id) -► 1.

Proof. If r is the complete signature structure, this is Theorem 1 and Cor-

ollary 1.3 of  [4]. The extension to arbitrary r is straightforward.

In the sequel, we will abbreviate n0(%(r)C, id) to yr and ii0(%0C, id)

to y.

It will prove convenient to have the following generalization of F(r)M.

Definition 1.5. Let g: V—*-T be a morphism of manifolds. We define

Fn(VlT) ={(px,--% p„)\Pi E V; g(Pi) = g(Pj)
■

for all i and / and P¡=tPj if i^j}.

If r is a signature structure on « points then F(r)(VlT) = F„(K/r)/S(r).

Note that if T is reduced to a point then F(r)(V/T) = F(r)V.

The following proposition will be used in the sequel.

Proposition 1.6. Suppose g: F—>• T isa locally trivial fiber space.  Let

t ET and let C be the fiber of g over t. Let xx, • • -, xn be n distinct

points of C.  If nx(T, t) = ir2(T, t) = (1) then

7Tx(F(r)(V/T), [xx, ■ • -, x„]) = 7rj(F(r)C, [*„ • • -, *„]).

Proof. Since  V is locally trivial over T it follows that F(r)(V/T) is also

locally trivial over T. Furthermore, the fiber of F(r)(V/T) over t is precisely

F(r)C. By the long exact homotopy sequence for a fiber space, we have:

-> tt2(T, t) -+ TTx(F(r)C, [xx, ■ • -, *„])

— TTx(F(r)(VlT), [xx,--;xnD-+ irx(T, t).
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In view of the hypothesis on the homotopy groups of T, the result follows.

If r = (r0, • • ; rs) is a signature structure on « points, then r will be

the signature structure on n + 1  points which is denoted (r0, • • •, rs, n + 1);

i.e., the partition of the first « integers is given by r and « + 1  is in a class by

itself.

The important result is

Proposition 1.7. Let C be a compact surface of genus g>\ and r a

signature structure on n points.   Then we have an exact sequence

1 -•> 7Tj(C- {xx, • ■ ; x„}, xn+x) ->• TTx(F(r)C, [xx, • • -, xn+x])

^TTx(F(r)C,[xx,--;xn])^l

where the homomorphisms are induced as follows:

C-{xx,--;x„}-*F(r)C

y ^[xx,---,x„,y]

and

F(r)C^-F(r)C

Proof. This result is due to Fadell and Neuwirth [6] in the case where r

is the complete signature structure. The case of arbitrary r is straightforward.

2. The functors. In what follows, all objects are analytic spaces (which need

not be reduced) and all morphisms are analytic. We will assume that g > 2 and

«>0.

Definition 2.1. (i) Let /: X—*■ S be a morphism. X is a curve of genus

g over S 'if and only, if / is proper and smooth and the fibers (which are thus

compact complex manifolds) are connected, of dimension 1 and genus g.

(ii) An «-punctured curve of genus g over 5 is a curve of genus g to-

gether with n sections ex, • • ; en of / such that e¡(s) ¥= e(s) if i#/" for all

sES.

(hi) An «-punctured curve of genus g over S with signature structure is

an «-punctured curve of genus g over S together with a signature structure on

« points.

(iv) A curve of genus g over S with signature is an «-punctured curve of

genus g over S together with a sequence 2 < vx < • • • < vn < °° (abbreviated

(v)) where the v¡ are either integers or the symbol °°.  Note that each fiber is a

Riemann surface with signature.
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Where confusion is unlikely, the words "of genus g" will be omitted. Sim-

ilarly, since only «-punctured curves can have signatures or signature structures,

the puncturing will rarely be mentioned.

Definition 2.2. (i) A morphism of curves over S is a morphism in the

(relative) category of analytic spaces over S.

(ii) A morphism of «-punctured curves over 5 is a morphism of curves

over S which commutes with the sections.

(iii) A morphism of curves over S with signature structure r is a mor-

phism g: X—> X' of curves over S such that g ° e¡ = e'a^ for all i, where

a G Hom(5, E(r)).  Since 2(r) is discrete, a may be regarded as a sequence of

elements of 2(<") indexed by the connected components of S.

(iv) A morphism of curves over S with signature (v) is a morphism of

curves over S with signature structure r where r is the signature structure as-

sociated to (v).

With these definitions, we have defined the categories:

%s,        curves over S,

VSs(r),    curves over S with signature structure r,

$s(v),   curves over S with signature (v).

If r is the complete signature structure, we write   j5s = 35(r).  Note that  ^ is

the category of «-punctured curves over S.

If g: S —► S' then we have a natural functor (inverse image) J$5- —► J5S

given by   X r—*X xs> S. The categories «îs(r) and i$s(v) are also endowed

with this functor.

Let A(S) denote the set of isomorphism classes of objects of any of the

above categories.  Then A is a contravariant functor from analytic spaces to sets.

The moduli problem is the representation of this functor A. This representation

of A is known to be impossible and the impossibility is a consequence of the

existence of nontrivial automorphisms of curves over S. The approach of

Teichmuller involves the elimination of these nontrivial automorphisms by the

adjunction of extra "rigidifying" structure.

In the case of ordinary curves of genus g (i.e., over a point), the rigidifica-

tion is accomplished by a so-called marking. Marking a Riemann surface C

means choosing an equivalence class of canonical dissections of C. Two canoni-

cal dissections are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by an orien-

tation-preserving homeomorphism which is homotopic to the identity [1]. Thus

markings are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of a mapping class

group.

In our context, if AT is a curve over S, we will want to choose an analytic
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family of markings for the fibers over S. This will not always be possible, but

it will be possible in a sufficiently large class of cases to make our "rigidified"

functors representable.

To give a precise meaning to the concept of rigidification, the following

lemma is necessary.

Lemma 2.3. Let X be a curve of genus g over S. Then X is topologi-

cally locally trivial over S.

Proof. In fact, if S is a manifold, X is even C°° locally trivial over S.

Thus it suffices to prove that every point sE S admits a neighborhood  U such

that X\U is isomorphic to the pull-back of a curve of genus g over a manifold

M via a morphism U —► M. This last may be found in [7, X, Proposition 1.8].

Now let G be the group of homeomorphisms of the fiber C modulo ho-

motopy of continuous maps. If Xs denotes the fiber of X over s E S, we let

I(C, Xs) denote the set of homeomorphisms of C onto Xs modulo homotopy.

Proposition 2.4. R(X/S) = \J{I(C, Xs) \ s E S} has the structure of a

principal bundle over S with group G.

Proof . Let  U C S be an open subset of S over which X is trivial so

that X\U is homeomorphic to UxC. To give a homeomorphism of U x C to

X\U over U is to give a map gjj: U—* \J{I(C, Xs) \ s G U}. We endow

R(X/S) with the largest topology which makes all of the ga continuous.  Fur-

thermore, G = I(C, C) acts by composition on I(C, Xs) which is thus a homo-

geneous space for the group G.  Finally the maps gv exhibit the local triviality

of R(X/S).

In the group G, we distinguish the subgroup y of classes of orientation-

preserving homeomorphisms. The giving of a continuous family of orientations of

the fibers of X is equivalent to reducing the structure group of R(X/S) to 7.

This-being done, let P(X/S) denote the associated principal bundle.

If X/S is a punctured curve with signature or signature structure, we can

still define P(X/S); but the additional structure enables us to construct Pr(XlS)

analogously to P(X/S). Here we consider the sets Ir(C, Xs) where the superscript

r indicates that we consider only those homeomorphisms whose action on the

distinguished points coincides with that of an element of 2(r). Thus ^(XlS) is

a principal bundle with group y''.

The above definitions are purely topological but, the groups y being dis-

crete, we can easily put an analytic structure on P(X/S). Namely, we require

that the structure map P(X/S) —*■ S be a local isomorphism. If U is an open

sub'set of S over which P(X/S) is trivial, we see that P(X/S)\U is just a dis-
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joint union of copies of U (one for each element of y). Furthermore, the ac-

tion of y on P(X/S)\U amounts to nothing more than interchanging these cop-

ies of U. In this •way,P(X/S) becomes an analytic space and y a group of ana-

lytic self-mappings.  Similar considerations apply to Pr(X/S). Henceforth, any

reference to these principal bundles will include the above analytic structure.

Proposition 2.5. P(X/S), and Pr(X/S) satisfy the following properties:

(i) For fixed S, they are functorial in XlS.

(ii) They are compatible with inverse images.

(iii) Any automorphism of X E Ob %s which induces the identity in

P(X/S) is itself the identity.

(iii)' ,4ny automorphism of XE Ob^s(r) or ObSs0>) which induces the

identity in P(X/S) is itself the identity.

(iii)" Any automorphism of x E Ob i$s(r) or Ob %s(v) which induces the

identity in Pr(X/S) is itself the identity.

Proof, (i) and (ii) follow trivially from the construction of the bundles.

(iii) is just [7, X, Theorem 3.1] and the remark following I, Lemma 2.4. (iii)'

follows from (iii) since any automorphism in t5s(r) or i5s(v) is a fortiori an

automorphism in 5S.  Statement (hi)" follows from (iii)' and the fact that an

automorphism inducing the identity on Pr(XlS) must induce the identity on

P(X/S) via the surjection 7r —»• 7.

Terminology. A functor, possessing any of the properties of the type of

(iii), (iii)' or (iii)", will be called rigidifying.

Definition 2.6. A Teichmuller rigidification on a curve (punctured or not)

of genus g over S is a section of P(X/S) over S. A Teichmüller r-rigidifica-

tion of an «-punctured curve of genus g with signature structure r or signature

(v) over S is a section of Pr(XlS) over S.

The bundles involved here being principal bundles, the existence of a section

means that the bundle is globally trivial. Thus if, for example, a Teichmuller ri-

gidification exists, then P(X/S) = S xy. If furthermore, S is nonempty and con-

nected, then the set of Teichmuller rigidifications is in one-to-one correspondence

with the elements of 7. Moreover, 7 acts freely on the set of Teichmuller rigi-

difications.  Similarly for yr. We shall make use of these actions below.

Definition 2.7. A curve over S with a Teichmuller rigidification (resp.

Teichmuller /•-rigidification) is called a Teichmüller curve over S (resp. Teich-

muller r-curve).

Since any 5-automorphism of a principal bundle that fixes a section is the

identity it follows by (iii), (iii)' and (iii)" of Proposition 2.5 that any automor-

phism of a Teichmuller curve or /--curve is the identity. Thus we have accom-
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plished our initial goal of eliminating nontrivial automorphisms.

The functors that we now seek to represent are the following:

Ap(S) = set of isomorphism classes of Teichmuller

curves of genus g over S.

Arp(S) = set of isomorphism classes of («-punctured)

Teichmuller curves of genus g with signature

structure r over S.

Ar (S) = set of isomorphism classes of («-punctured)

Teichmüller r-curves of genus g with

signature structure r over S.

Avpr(S) = set of isomorphism classes of («-punctured)

Teichmuller r-curves of genus g with

signature (v) over S.

Note that each of these sets is equipped with an action of the correspond-

ing group.  For example, if X E AP(S), u E y then X" EAP(S) is the

Teichmuller curve whose underlying curve is the same as that of X but whose

rigidification is obtained from that of X by right tianslation by u. (See the re-

mark following Definition 2.6.)  Since P(X/S) and Pr(X/S) are funcional in S,

it follows that these actions of y and yr are functorial. Thus if any of the

functors above are representable (and we shall see that they all are) then the rep-

resenting object will in each case admit an action of either 7 or yr.

The starting point for the representation of these functors is that of AP.

This is proved by Grothendieck [7]. We content ourselves with a precise state-

ment of his result.

Theorem 2.8 (Grothendieck). The functor AP is represented by Tp,

Vp, q where TP is an analytic space, Vp is a curve of genus g over Tp and

q is a Teichmuller rigidification of Vp; i.e., a section of P(VP/TP). Further-

more, Tp is Hausdorff nonsingular (thus a manifold) and of dimension 3g - 3.

3. The representation. As noted in the remark preceding Definition 1.2, the

signature intervenes only as reflected by the associated signature structure. The

following proposition makes this precise.

Proposition 3.1. Let (y) be a signature and let r be the associated sig-

nature structure. If Ar is represented by Tpr, V , ex, • • ; en, r, q, then

Av   is represented by Tr     V    ex,--;en, (v), q.
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Recall that to represent a functor F is to give an object T of the domain

category together with an element of F(T).  In the above case, an element of

A\pr(Tpr) is an isomorphism class of curves over Tr   together with n sections,

a signature structure and a section of Pr(VprITr ).

Proof. There is only one way to assign a given signature to n points con-

sistent with a given signature structure and there is only one signature structure

associated to a given signature.

In the sequel, Ar    will be written simply as A   . It will be important to

distinguish between Arp and A   . Both functors refer to classes of curves with

signature structure but the former are rigidified by F (as unpunctured curves) and

the latter by Fr (as curves with signature structure). We will first represent Arp

and, using that result, then represent A   . This last step amounts to a change in

the rigidifying group.  Such questions are treated fully, in greater generality than

we need, in [7,1, §8]. The following is what we need.  Let Pr be the functor

from the category of punctured curves of genus g with signature structure r to

the category of principal bundles of group yr defined in §2.  Let c: yr —► 7

be the surjective homomorphism of Theorem 1.4 and let v = ker(c) = irx(F(r)C).

Then for any punctured curve X over S with signature structure r,P(X/S) =

Pr(XlS)h. (v C 7r acts on Pr(XlS) on the right.)

Proposition 3.2 [7,1, Proposition 8.1]. Suppose T exists. A necessary

and sufficient condition that P be rigidifying is that v act freely on T r In the

affirmative case, Tp exists and is equal to T   Iv.

Note. T     (resp. Tp) denotes the object representing A     (resp. Arp).

, as a subgrc

preceding Theorem 2.8.

Furthermore, as a subgroup of yr, v acts on T     as described in the remark

Proposition 3.3 [7,1, Proposition 8.3]. If Trp exists then so does T r

Furthermore, the latter is isomorphic to the inverse image of the marked section of

P(VP/Tp) via the canonical projection Pr(Vp/TP) -* P(VP/TP).

Note. Recall that the existence of Tp entails the existence of a curve  Vp

over Tp and a section P(Vp/Tp) over Tp. It is this that we intend by the

words "marked section".

Theorem 3.4. Arp is represented by a manifold Trp of dimension 3g-

3 + «.  Furthermore, if Tp, VP, q represent AP, then Tp = F(r)(Vp/Tp), Vp =

Tp x T   Vp, the sections e¡: TP —» Vp are given by

ei' 1*1' ' ' "' Xi' '    '• Xni     * (1*1 > ' * *> xi> ' ' "» xn\, X¡),
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the signature structure is r and the section of

KV'Jrj^PWJTJxrT: ,rp

* Q xTp id^.

It is sometimes desirable to puncture the curve  VP in fact, by removing

the images of the sections e¡. If this is done, then we have  VP = Vp-

\J{ei(Tp) I « = 1, •••,«} = F(r)(Vp/Tp). (Recall the definition preceding Prop-

osition 1.7.)

Proof. Recall that F(r)(VPlTp) = Fn(VplTp)Ii:(r). Let 5 be any ana-

lytic space. A morphism /: S —► Fn(Vp/TP) gives, upon composition with any

of the « projections Fn(Vp/TP) —* TP, a morphism g: S —* Tp which does

not depend on the projection chosen. By Theorem 2.8,£ gives an isomorphism

class of Teichmuller curves over S (obtained by pulling back  VP over g). Fur-

thermore,/ also gives n morphisms of S into  Vp which never coincide and

thus induce « sections of g*(Vp) over S which are always distinct.  Finally we

see that two different morphisms fx,f2: S —► Fn(Vp/Tp) give the same mor-

phism S—► F(r)(Vp/Tp) if and only if gx =g2 and the sections associated

with f2 can be obtained from the sections associated with fx by the action of

an element of Hom(5, 2(/■)).  In view of the definition of isomorphism for

curves with signature structure, the result follows. The fact that TP is a mani-

fold of dimension 3g - 3 + n depends on the fact that  Vp is smooth over TP

of relative dimension  1  and Tp is itself a manifold of dimension 3g - 3. The

«th fiber power of Vp over Tp is thus smooth over Tp and of relative dimen-

sion «.  Fn(VplTp) is an open subset of the fiber power and thus a manifold of

the same dimension.  Finally, the group S(r) is finite so the quotient is of the

same dimension and it acts freely so the quotient is also nonsingular.

Proposition 3.5. ir (F(r)Q = nx(TP) where C is any surface of genus g.

Proof. Vp —► TP is locally trivial since both are manifolds and the struc-

ture map is smooth.  Furthermore, the first and second homotopy groups of TP

are trivial (since the usual Teichmuller space is contractible). The result is then

just Proposition 1.6.

Theorem 3.6. T     exists and is the universal covering space of Tp.

Proof. By Proposition 3.3, T     exists. By Proposition 3.2, we see that

Tp = T   Iv, where v can now be identified as the fundamental group of TP

(by Proposition 3.5).  Since v acts freely on T    (Proposition 3.2), T     is a cov-

ering space of Tp and since the covering group, v, is irx(TP), it follows that T

is the universal cover.
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Note. There are two different fiber spaces over T    which qualify as uni-

versal Teichmuller curves. They are :

(1) Vpr = Vp xT   T r   (with sections induced from  Vp);

(2) V    —VpxT   Tr   whose fibers are literally punctured.

Proposition 3.7. Vpr = Vpr - \J{e¡(Tpr) \ i = 1, • • -, «}.

Proof. Immediate.

Theorem 3.8. All the T    are isomorphic (as r ranges over all signature

structures on n points).

Proof. Let T » denote T    when r is the complete signature structure;

i.e., S(r) = 1.  Similarly for Tp. Then, for any r, TP=Tp/i:(r). Since S(r)

is a finite group acting freely, Tp is a covering space of Tp. Now T » is the

universal covering space of Tp and therefore also of each of the Tp. Since

T     is the universal covering space of Tp, the result follows.

Proposition 3.9. If r is the trivial signature structure; i.e., E(r) = the full

symmetric group on n letters, then T    is the usual Teichmüller space of Rie-

mann surfaces of type (g, n).

Proof. A marked Riemann surface of type (g, n) is an «-punctured curve

X of genus g over a reduced one-point space S together with a homotopy

class of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of X which preserve the punc-

tures as a set of points.  Such a homotopy class is an element of yr. Over a one-

point space, an element of yr is the same as a section of Pr(X/S). Thus a

marked Riemann surface of type (g, n) in the usual Teichmuller space theory is

the same as an «-punctured Teichmuller r-curve of genus g over a reduced one-

point space S in our language. By Theorem 3.6, these last are in one-to-one cor-

respondence with morphisms S —*■ T    which, in turn, are in one-to-one corre-

spondence with the points of T'   . Thus we have defined a set-theoretic bijection

a: T(g, n) —► T   , such that each fiber of V     over T     is precisely the corre-

sponding marked Riemann surface. Now, the Teichmuller space T(g, n) carries

an analytic fiber space F(g, n) [2] each fiber of which is a disk admitting the

action of a common Fuchsian group G. The quotient F(g, n)/G is still an ana-

lytic fiber space over T(g, n) and the fiber over each point (which "stands for"

a marked Riemann surface) is that marked Riemann surface. Thus T(g, n) car-

ries a Teichmuller curve of genus g, which, by representability, is obtained as the

pull-back of V     via a unique morphism T(g, n) —► T   .  In view of the pull-

back relation, this map must coincide with a so that a is not only bijective but

also analytic.  Such a map is an analytic isomorphism.
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4. Complements on the fiber space. From Propositions 1.6 and 1.7, we ob-

tain the exact sequence (remembering again that Tp is contractible):

1 — 7Tj(C- {xx, • • ; xn}, xn+x) -> 7ix(F(r)(V /Tp),\xx, • • -, xn+x])

(*)
-+ irx(F(r)(Vp/Tp), [xx,-- ; xn]) -* 1.

Note that the middle term of this exact sequence can be identified with ttx(Vp)

and the last term with TTx(Trp) (Theorem 3.4).

Proposition 4.1. V     is the covering space of F(r)(VP/TP) associated

with the normal subgroup ttx(C- {xx, • ■ ; xn}, xn+x) of ttx(F(?)(Vp/Tp)).

Proof. Consider the Cartesian diagram:

Vpr^V;=F(f)(Vp/Tp)

I I
Tpr^Tp=F(r)(VplTp)

Both vertical arrows are locally trivial fiber bundles and the fiber in each caso is

the curve C punctured in n points.  Furthermore, since T     is a covering space

of   Tp, it follows that  V r is a covering space of Vp. To determine the asso-

ciated fundamental group, we consider the following diagram of long exact se-

quences, in which C will denote C - {xx, • ■ -, xn}:

-► tt2(C) — n2(Vpr) — n2(Tpr) - TTjíC) — nx(Vpr) -* irx(Tpf) — 1

id H U U        id H r r
- 7T2(C) — 7T2(Fp — n2(Trp) -* 7Tj(C) — IT x(Vp) *» TTjíJp ~ 1.

The nonidentity vertical arrows are isomorphisms or injections because of the cov-

ering space relationship.  Furthermore, since the universal covering space of C is

the disk, 7r2(C) = 1. We also know that T    is a universal cover and thus sim-

ply connected. The diagram becomes:

1 - ^Vpr) -^ *l<ïpr) ^ TTjiC) — 7Tj(F r) - 1

u n      id h r

1 -+ rr2(V;) -^ TT2(Trp) -+ 7T,(C) -^ ¥l(FJ) — ttx(Tp) — 1.

By comparison with (*), we see that c is injective whence im 6=1. Thus

a is an isomorphism so that a' is too. This implies that c   is an isomorphism

which identifies the defining subgroup irx(V   ) with 7Tj(C) in (*).

Corollary 4.2. irn(Vpr) —* TTn(Tpr) and ir„(Vp) —*■ ir„(Tp) are isomor-

phisms for n>2.
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Proof. For n = 2, the result is proved above. For n > 2, the result fol-

lows from the long exact sequences and the triviality of the higher homotopy of C.

Remarks. (1) This corollary says much less than it appears to.  In fact, all

the groups involved are trivial. This fact, however, follows from the contractibi-

hty of T    which we have not assumed.

(2) If we are willing to use the fact that T is contractible then we imme-

diately get ît2(F  ) = TT2(Tp) = 1  and we obtain a new proof of Proposition

1.7 and a much easier proof of Proposition 4.1.

Corollary 4.3. T ~ is the universal covering space of V   .

Proof. We have already seen that T ~ is the universal covering space of

F(r)(Vp/Tp) and Proposition 4.1 shows that  V     is a covering space of the same

object.

Proposition 4.4. Let F(g, n) be the analytic fiber space of [2] over

T(g, n).  Then F(g, n) is the universal covering space of Vp.

Proof . We know that F(g, n) admits the action of a Fuchsian group G

which is identified with 77j(C).  Furthermore, F(g, n)/G = V   .  Thus F(g, n)

is a covering space of V    and the map c   of the proof of Proposition 4.1 iden-

tifies G with the fundamental group of V   . Thus F(g, n) is the universal

space.

Corollary 4.5 (Bers). F(g, n) = T(g, n + 1).

Proof. Corollary 4.3 and Proposition 4.4 identify F(g, n) with T ¿.

Since ? is a signature structure on n + 1  points the result follows from Theorem

3.8 and Proposition 3.9.
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